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Abstract. Random walker (RW) segmentation is widely recognized for
its robustness in medical image segmentation tasks. However, its computational cost precludes real-time visual feedback in interactive settings.
This paper introduces FastDRaW, a fast multi-scale segmentation approach using the RW algorithm. Our approach relies on a two-step procedure. First, on a low-resolution version of the image, a coarse RW
segmentation is computed over a restricted region of interest. Second,
the result is refined by applying the RW algorithm at full resolution over
a narrow strip around the coarse contour. For a standard medical image
size of 512 × 512 pixels, segmentation is thus achieved in 0.13 ± 0.003 s,
allowing continuous visual updates as the user labels the image ; while
keeping an interactive response time of 1.23 ± 0.03 s for images of size
1500 × 1500. In addition to computation time reduction, experiments
show a significant decrease in the required number of labels to achieve
the segmentation.

1

Introduction

In interactive applications, two major factors affect user behaviour: accuracy and
responsiveness. For interactive image segmentation, the random walker (RW)
approach demonstrated a good robustness to noise and missing boundaries [3],
satisfying the accuracy requirement. Especially for medical images, the probabilistic pixel classification produced by RW segmentation overcomes the small
cut problem encountered in the popular graph-cut segmentation approach [1].
On the other hand, during a segmentation process, responsiveness is defined by
the delay elapsed between the user interaction and the display of the segmentation results. According to Newell [9], user interactive activities can be classified
into three cognitive categories corresponding to their completion time, namely:
(i) deliberate acts requiring ∼ 100 ms, e.g., recognition tasks (ii) cognitive operations requiring ∼ 1s, e.g., selecting objects and (iii) unit task requiring ∼ 10s,
e.g., editing a line of text. In the context of RW segmentation, the user activity
is a drawing task, which falls in the cognitive operation category. The approach
satisfies the corresponding responsiveness criterion for reasonably sized images,
offering convenient interaction between the user and the computer. However, the
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response time increases with image size, rendering this communication ineffective
for large images.
This paper proposes FastDRaW 3 , an effective coarse-to-fine interactive segmentation technique designed to achieve fast segmentation. We demonstrate the
benefits of our approach using RW segmentation applied to large images. In addition to computational acceleration provided by the coarse-to-fine approach, we
introduce a region of interest selection technique that exploits the user interaction to (i) restrict the object boundary search space based on a relevance map,
thereby further reducing the computation time, and (ii) focus the segmentation
results to reduce the required number of labels to achieve the segmentation. We
show how our approach improves the efficiency of the segmentation to achieve
real-time feedback (∼ 100 ms) for images of size 512 × 512 pixels or less, and
interactive response time (∼ 1 s) for images of size 1500 × 1500 pixels.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews graphbased segmentation methods and related work on accelerating them. Section 3
presents the details of our segmentation approach. User study design and results
are presented in Section 4.

2

Background and related work

In graph-based segmentation methods, the image is represented by a graph G =
hV, Ei, where the set of vertices V is associated with the image pixels and each
edge eij ∈ E joins adjacent pixels i, j ∈ V. A weight wij is assigned to each edge
eij such that wij is low if the object boundary is likely to be located between
vertices i and j. The weights can be adapted to cover segmentations across a
broad range of imaging modalities. Graph theoretic algorithms, such as RW [3]
and graph cuts [1], are then applied to the graph to find the object boundary.
During the segmentation task, the user labels some foreground and background pixels on the image. RW segmentation consists in computing the probability of each unlabelled pixel to belong to one of the foreground or background
categories. RW pixel classification probabilities are found by solving [3]
LU xU = −BT xS ,

(1)

where xS is the probability vector of labelled pixels, xU is the unknown probability vector of unlabelled pixels and, BT and LU are sparse sub-matrices of the
graph’s Laplacian matrix L defined as [3]


LS B
(2)
L=
BT LU
where subscripts S and U refer to labelled (seeded) and unlabelled vertices,
respectively. The computational bottleneck for RW is solving Eq. (1). Hence, the
segmentation time depends on the size of the linear system (i.e., the number of
unlabelled vertices, |U |).
3

Demo and source code can be found on http://hifiv.ca/hgueziri/FastDRaW/
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Fig. 1: Example of segmentation using our multi-scale approach: (a) Original
image, (b) image with foreground (red) and background (green) labels (c) labelbased extraction of the region of interest (blue), (d) coarse segmentation result
(e) refinement strip around the coarse segmentation result with additional foreground and background labels generated on its edges ; the segmentation is only
computed on the strip (blue) region and (f) full-resolution segmentation result.
To reduce the computation time, two approaches were considered. The first
approach focused on accelerating the solver algorithm for Eq. (1). This can be
achieved by solving the equation on the GPU [4], restricting the segmentation
approach to the hardware limitations, or using an offline pre-computed decomposition of L [5]. The latter allows a fast approximation of L−1
U during online
segmentation. However, the pre-computation is time consuming and requires
prohibitive amounts of memory. Our proposed solution merely involves resizing
the image and computing L for the low and full resolution images, neither of
which are computationally intensive. Furthermore, it can benefit from a GPU
implementation for additional acceleration.
The second approach consists in reducing the size of the linear system by
reducing the graph size. Super-pixels have been widely used for image segmentation, e.g., [8], and are naturally adaptable for graph representation. However,
errors due to super-pixel clustering cannot be corrected by the user intervention
during the segmentation. Reducing the research space to preserve the image
resolution near the object boundary was proposed in [6]. Yet, the approach
requires additional user interaction at the beginning of the segmentation process. Local graph reduction techniques have been proposed for grow-cut [10] and
graph-cut [7] segmentation approaches, exploiting the specificity of each method,
respectively. In contrast, our approach is based on image size reduction and can
be generalized to other graph-based segmentation approaches including grow-cut
and graph-cut approaches.

3

Multi-scale segmentation approach

Fig. 1 shows an overview of our approach. Prior to the segmentation, the image is rescaled using a nearest-neighbourhood down-sampling algorithm and the
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Fig. 2: Extraction of the region of interest (ROI): relevance maps (bottom) extracted from labels (top), the ROIs are shown in black contour. (left) original
labels, (middle) unnecessary background labels in green are ignored, (right) useful foreground labels in red extend the ROI.

graph’s Laplacian matrices of both the original and the down-sampled images
are computed offline. During the segmentation, the user provides foreground and
background labels (Fig. 1b). The positions of these labels are used to extract
a relevance map, indicating regions on the image where the object boundary
might be located. Then, a region of interest (ROI) is extracted by thresholding the relevance map (Fig. 1c). The ROI is used to reduce the computation
time. Additionally, implicit labels are generated outside the ROI to enhance the
user’s drawing efficiency. An initial coarse segmentation result is obtained from
the down-sampled image (Fig. 1d). To refine the segmentation, foreground and
background labels are automatically placed along the edges of a narrow strip
containing the coarse segmentation in the original image (Fig. 1e). These additional labels are combined with the pre-existing labels to obtain a full resolution
segmentation (Fig. 1f). This section details the key steps of our approach.

3.1

Extracting the region of interest

Because high accuracy is not required, the ROI is extracted on the down-sampled
image and not displayed to the user. Our assumption is that the object boundary
is more likely to be located somewhere between the foreground and background
labels. For labels of each category l ∈ L, a Euclidean distance map Dl is computed and normalized such that Dl ∈ [0, 1]. Then, a relevance map E is computed
for every pixel p in the image
E(p) = 1 −

1 X
Dl (p) ∈ [0, 1],
|L|

(3)

l∈L

The pixel p belongs to the ROI if
E(p) ≥ Ē − kσE ,

(4)

FastDRaW
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Fig. 3: Effect of implicit labelling outside the ROI on segmentation results: (top)
the original images, (middle) RW segmentation results without implicit labels,
(bottom) FastDRaW results using implicit labels.

where Ē and σE are the mean and the standard deviation of the values in E,
respectively, and k ∈ R is a constant parameter, such that increasing k reduces
the number of pixels to be selected in the ROI. We empirically set k = 1.
Fig. 2 shows examples of extracted ROIs for different label configurations.
The distance maps are computed based on the categories of the labels. Therefore,
redundant information provided by labels from the same category generates a
low energy. In contrast, pixels positioned between labels of different categories
generate a high energy, and thus are more likely to be selected in the ROI.
The role of the ROI is to reduce the boundary search region, thereby reducing
segmentation computations. Additionally, it implicitly provides supplementary
information for RW segmentation. In fact, during a segmentation computation,
pixels outside the ROI are assigned zero probability to belong to the segmented
object, creating an implicit background labelling effect. If the user updates the
labels, the ROI is automatically updated and a new implicit label configuration
is used. Fig. 3 shows segmentation examples using the additional implicit labels.
Because the object of interest is often included inside the ROI, fewer explicit
labels are required to perform the segmentation.
3.2

Segmentation refinement

Once an initial coarse segmentation result is obtained on the down-sampled
image, a second RW segmentation is applied on the full-resolution image. This
time, the segmentation is only computed on a narrow strip containing the contour
(hereafter referred to as the refinement region), obtained by thresholding the
distance map of the contour (Fig. 1e). By definition, the coarse contour resulting
from the initial segmentation separates the image into two or more regions,
Ri , ∀i ≥ 2. Each region Ri contains at most one label category l ∈ L. We
assign to each region the label category contained therein, Ril . Pixels lying along
the edges of the refinement region are labelled according to the label category
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Fig. 4: Effect of image size on the segmentation results: (a) Average computation
time and (b) average F 1-Score as functions of image size.

contained in their neighbouring region
xl (pedge ) = 1 ∀pedge ∈ Ril ,
where pedge is the pixel lying on the edge of the refinement region and xl is the
probability vector associated to label l. Finally, RW segmentation is performed
within the refinement region.

4
4.1

Results
Choice of rescaling factor

Computing RW segmentation on the down-sampled image results in a decrease
in segmentation quality and a major gain of time. To measure effects of the image
size on the segmentation result, we evaluated our approach with 14 images from
the cancer imaging archives (TCIA) database [2]. For each image, 100 label trials
were performed using semi-automatic random path generation [6]. For each trial,
we recorded the segmentation results obtained using the ROI and without using
the ROI. Fig. 4a shows the average computation time as a function of image size.
The ROI keeps the segmentation time lower, thereby affording a better resolution
during the coarse segmentation step. We compared the F 1-Score as segmentation
quality metric with respect to the ground truth manual segmentation (Fig. 4b).
Because a sufficient amount of background labels were generated around the
object both approaches lead to a satisfactory segmentation quality, with a slight
improvement when using the ROI. This experiment suggests a down-sampled
image of a size between 100 × 100 and 200 × 200 pixels to be a good trade-off
between segmentation speed and quality. In our experiments, we choose an image
size of 100 × 100 pixels for the coarse segmentation step.
4.2

User study

Eight participants were asked to segment a total of 20 images sampled from
TCIA [2], using RW and FastDRaW approaches. Images were organized into
two datasets DS1 and DS2 of 10 images each. Each dataset contained 5 images
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Table 1: Results of the overall segmentation time, the computation time and the
labelling time for RW and FastDRaW.

of 512 × 512 pixels referred to as Medium images and 5 images of 1500 × 1500
pixels referred to as Large images. Each participant experimented a cross combination of {RW, FastDRaW } × {DS1, DS2} in a counterbalanced order with
half the participants starting with DS1 and the other half with DS2. During the
segmentation, the ground truth targeted object was displayed and participants
were asked to provide similar segmentation results based on qualitative visual
appreciation. Using our approach, the results were displayed as soon as they were
available, providing immediate visual feedback to the user about the impact of
new labels. However, for RW, the computation burden renders such immediate
updates ineffective. The participants thus had to launch the segmentation algorithm by pressing a key with their non-dominant hand. We assume that this
extra burden in the user interface naturally results in participants minimizing
the number of segmentation iterations for RW algorithm. An Intel c CoreTM
i5-2500 at 3.30 GHz × 4 with 4 Gb RAM was used for the processing.
The results are summarized in Table 1. A repeated measures analysis of variance test revealed that the overall segmentation time is significantly improved
using our approach (p < 0.01) for both Medium and Large images. For Medium
images, the average computation time for FastDRaW to provide each feedback
was 0.13 ± 0.003 s. This is sufficiently fast to allow visual updates of the segmentation results as the user is drawing labels. For the RW algorithm, updating the segmentation every 1.23 ± 0.03 s would be feasible; however, this would
affect user interaction. This can be observed when segmenting Large images
using FastDRaW approach. Indeed, during the experiment, the time required
by participants to draw labels was measured. For larger images, there was an
increase in the time spent by participants for labelling, both for the RW and
FastDRaW algorithms, with a significantly slower time for FastDRaW. This is
due to participants’ labelling movements slowing down while waiting for segmentation feedback, which is not the case for RW where labelling and computation
were two separate actions. However, even if it is slower, a continuous update reduces the required number of labels to achieve the segmentation (see Fig. 5). In
fact, participants stopped labelling as soon as a satisfactory result was reached,
thereby avoiding unnecessary labels. On the other hand, the variance of the average number of labelled pixels is significantly reduced when using our approach
(p < 0.01). This could be due to the additional implicit labels introduced by the
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ROI, i.e., the users provided similar efforts while performing the segmentations,
regardless of the image.

5

Conclusion

This paper presented a multi-scale approach for interactive graph-based segmentation that allows real-time visual feedback during the segmentation. The
method under-samples the original image and reduces the boundary search space
based on the relevance of the labels to obtain an initial coarse segmentation. This
segmentation is then refined within a small region of the full resolution image.
This approach significantly reduces computation time, thereby allowing the continuous display of segmentation updates as the user labels parts of the image. A
preliminary user study was conducted to assess the effects of this on the interactive segmentation process. We compared our approach to conventional interactive RW segmentation where labelling and computations are separate actions
controlled by the user. Computations on images of size 512 × 512 pixels, a conventional format in medical imaging, provided real-time segmentation updates,
whereas interactive visual feedback was achieved for images of size 1500 × 1500
pixels. Our results suggest that the proposed approach drastically improves the
overall time required for segmentation, and that real-time feedback leads to
more effective labelling, whereas slower refresh rates were found to slow down
the user’s actions.
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